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Please select your shipping country

Germany | English
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Österreich | Deutsch


	








Austria | English
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Find something amazing


















enjoy your morning

How about breakfast in bed?

Starting the morning relaxed and in a good mood creates a good basis for the day ahead. There are many ways to make breakfast something special - comfortably in bed for two or together with friends for a Sunday brunch. Either way, the Arzberg porcelain collection Form 1382 is a reliable companion for every occasion!



Discover Form 1382  










































Form 1382 White

Lunch meeting with friends


With its classic, industrial design, the collection Form 1382 is a must-have and a good choice for a lovely lunch meet with friends! The collection, launched in 1931, was set to revolutionise the world of porcelain. Designer Dr Hermann Gretsch: “We can no longer afford to launch things that the consumer quickly tires of because they are impractical, outdated and obsolete”. The Form 1382 design has not been changed since and, to this day, it has not lost any of its allure.



Discover Form 1382 White  











































Form 1382 Weiss
Rim plate 19 cm




Porcelain







€ 14,50



















€ 14,50





0

Add to cart

















































































Form 1382 Weiss
Plate 17 cm




Porcelain







€ 12,00



















€ 12,00
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Add to cart

















































































Form 1382 Weiss
Fruit dish 16 cm




Porcelain







€ 14,50



















€ 14,50
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Add to cart

















































































Form 1382 Weiss
Rim plate 26 cm




Porcelain







€ 21,50



















€ 21,50
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Add to cart

















































































Form 1382 Weiss
Soup/pasta bowl




Porcelain







€ 18,50



















€ 18,50
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Add to cart

















































































Form 1382 Weiss
Tea cup




Porcelain







€ 18,00



















€ 18,00
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Add to cart






















































































Form 1382 Weiss
Rim plate 19 cm




Porcelain







€ 14,50



















€ 14,50
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Form 1382 Weiss
Plate 17 cm




Porcelain







€ 12,00



















€ 12,00
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Form 1382 Weiss
Fruit dish 16 cm




Porcelain







€ 14,50



















€ 14,50
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Form 1382 Weiss
Rim plate 26 cm




Porcelain







€ 21,50



















€ 21,50
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Add to cart

















































































Form 1382 Weiss
Soup/pasta bowl




Porcelain







€ 18,50



















€ 18,50
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Add to cart

















































































Form 1382 Weiss
Tea cup




Porcelain







€ 18,00



















€ 18,00
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Add to cart






























































FORM 1382 Blaublüten

Better a nice & frisky coffee chat?

For those who like a more playful design, the Form 1382 collection in the "Blaublüten" décor, which enhances the various porcelain pieces with a filigree pattern of floral tendrils and delicate blossoms, is the perfect choice.



Form 1382 Blaublüten  



























Discover the Blaublüten décor





































Form 1382 Blaublüten
Rim plate 22 cm




Porcelain







€ 22,50



















€ 22,50
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Add to cart

















































































Form 1382 Blaublüten
Tea cup




Porcelain







€ 28,50



















€ 28,50
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Add to cart

















































































Form 1382 Blaublüten
Tea saucer




Porcelain







€ 10,50



















€ 10,50
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Add to cart

















































































Form 1382 Blaublüten
Sugar bowl 2




Porcelain







€ 58,00



















€ 58,00
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Add to cart

















































































Form 1382 Blaublüten
Mug with handle




Porcelain







€ 26,00



















€ 26,00
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Add to cart

















































































Form 1382 Blaublüten
Café au Lait cup




Porcelain







€ 31,50



















€ 31,50
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Add to cart

















































































Form 1382 Blaublüten
Coffee saucer




Porcelain







€ 10,50



















€ 10,50





0

Add to cart



















































Discover the Blaublüten décor




Shop now






























































































































































The Arzberg porcelain brand
The Arzberg brand is synonymous worldwide with good design. Manufactured exclusively in Germany, durable, functional and aesthetically perfect: Arzberg porcelain is the epitome of premium quality porcelain "Made in Germany". A clear commitment of the corporate philosophy that in over 120 years of history has shared the value of the craftsmanship with the best technical knowledge. Step by step, Arzberg offers a wide range of collections in porcelain designed to last unchanged across time, styles and shapes to be lived through a personal experience with the pleasure to enjoy together. Arzberg is prized the world over as a porcelain design brand which stands for aesthetics, functionality and durability. The special requirement: Being entwined with beauty, commitment to functionality, and relevance to life. With its porcelain collections like Form 1382, Form 2000, TRIC, Cucina, Joyn or Daily, Arzberg turns eating and drinking into a true experience.


The Arzberg design
Reduction instead of decoration: this clear commitment has moulded the Arzberg design brand’s success story since 1931. Yet functional design alone is not enough to win the hearts of increasing numbers of consumers over the decades. So what accounts for our success? It’s because our designs form the bridge between function and emotion: because people love using our porcelain, because people love touching it, and because people love simply having it.
Expectations and Excellence
The task facing our designers is quite clear, yet unbelievably complex: “To translate the democratic notion of practical design into design for life, adding a personal signature.” It’s something only few designers achieve. The best among them are working – and working for us.Their designs are clean and simple, timeless yet always contemporary. Since 1931.
Motivation and Maxim
Hermann Gretsch made his intention clear when he said “Get to the heart of things” and then created the Form 1382. It’s endured as some of the best selling porcelain in the world for 80 years. Gretsch’s maxim was the reason behind the Frankish porcelain manufacturer’s rise to become an international porcelain design brands – and still remains Arzberg’s guiding principle.
Mission and Model
Arzberg places design at the centre. While monitoring future developments and trends, the style of each era is incorporated rather than adapted. The result is timeless lines which all Arzberg designers follow with consistency. And inject with life – as designer Heike Philipp (designer of the Profi, Gourmet and My first Arzberg) puts it: “The interplay between interesting design and function must result in harmonious products which the end user wouldn’t want to be without – not least because they identify themselves through these products.” Which all means high expectations in terms of usefulness, quality, design, aesthetics and relevance to life. And these are precisely the qualities that turn porcelain into “outstanding” porcelain. And as our numerous awards testify, it’s what Arzberg delivers.
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Do you want to update your location?



Choose another country




















Sign up to our newsletter


and receive 5% off coupon!












Stay informed about news, trends, and special offers.



5% Coupon for your newsletter registration1







Insert your email to register for the newsletters







Subscribei















Yes, please add me to your newsletter list.













i I am over 16 years and subscribe to the Arzberg newsletter concerning porcelain, table, kitchen and home accessories from Rosenthal GmbH. Cancellation is possible at any time with effect for the future via the unsubscribe link in the newsletter. Please find more information here: Data Privacy.
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Stay informed about news, trends, and special offers.



5% Coupon for your newsletter registration1







Insert your email to register for the newsletters
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Yes, please add me to your newsletter list.













i I am over 16 years and subscribe to the Arzberg newsletter concerning porcelain, table, kitchen and home accessories from Rosenthal GmbH. Cancellation is possible at any time with effect for the future via the unsubscribe link in the newsletter. Please find more information here: Data Privacy.














How may we help you?







How may we help you?
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Discover all our brands


Beauty & functionality for your home

















Rosenthal is one of the world's leading suppliers of exclusive tableware. Design and art are the foundation of all Rosenthal products.




Discover Rosenthal




















Fun with cooking, food, drink and giving is the Thomas motto. Therefore, the range offers a wide choice of original products, thought of “outside the box” and with a twinkle in the eye.




Discover Thomas




















With a history that began in 1814 in Bavaria, Hutschenreuther is a classic brand for a way of life that invites you to live in nature, and with nature.




Discover Hutschenreuther




















Arzberg places design at the centre. While monitoring future developments and trends, the style of each era is incorporated rather than adapted.




Discover Arzberg




















Paderno finds its origins in 1925 near Milan as Aluminum Paderno, specialized in the home cooking sector and then moving on to the professional sector.




Discover Paderno




















Sambonet begins in 1856 Giuseppe Sambonet, son of a nobleman from Vercelli, after having obtained a diploma in Fine Arts obtains the Master.




Discover Sambonet




















Since the company was founded in 1867 and still today, ERCUIS reinvents Haute Orfèvrerie. True luxury is defined by the intensity of the emotions it brings and the experiences it provides.




Discover ERCUIS
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General terms and conditions





Privacy policy





Imprint





Change cookie consent







*All prices incl. VAT and plus shipping costs.



1The code can be entered directly during the order process. The voucher can not be combined with other vouchers or discounts. It is not billable by hindsight. No cash, balance expires.



© 2024 Rosenthal GmbH. All rights reserved
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Product added to your bag















Checkout


View Cart




Continue your shopping




















Click this link to return to the top of the page













OOPS!


The browser you are using is no longer supported.







Browse Rosenthal.com using the latest version of Microsoft Edge, Chrome, Mozilla Firefox or Safari and prepare to dive into an extraordinary beauty experience.



Update your browser














Choose your size
















Add to Cart

























Notify me

















Choose your size















Add to Wishlist














Notify me









Thank you for signing up, we''ll let you know when this product is back in stock.

Product is already in notification list, we will let you know via email once product is back in stock. Thanks.




We are so sorry!

The product you have selected is not available at the moment. If you leave us your email address,we will notify you as soon as the product becomes available again.




Please enter a valid Email.
Submit request
















Contact Us
















First Name








Last Name








Email








Phone








Your Comment






(*) This field is required.



Submit


This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply.







Thanks for contacting us. We will do our best to meet your requests as soon as possible.
















Sign up to our newsletter


and receive 5% off coupon!












Stay informed about news, trends, and special offers.



5% Coupon for your newsletter registration1







Insert your email to register for the newsletters







Subscribei















Yes, please add me to your newsletter list.













i I am over 16 years and subscribe to the Arzberg newsletter concerning porcelain, table, kitchen and home accessories from Rosenthal GmbH. Cancellation is possible at any time with effect for the future via the unsubscribe link in the newsletter. Please find more information here: Data Privacy.


















We successfully received your registration request























